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Features:
Secure encrypted Voice Calling, SMS (Text
Messaging, Picture Messaging & Video
Messaging.
“Expiration Date” for All Data (Incoming &
Outgoing)
Own Dedicated Line you can Interchange
with Any Compatible Device.
Additional Features: $5.00/monthly
Add Extension
Add Picture Messaging & Video Messaging
“Expiration Date”
The Service features end-to-end encryption for all messages, and it lets
you Automatically remove metadata from individual messages, such as the
time it was sent, as well as geo-location data with no data logged on any
servers on a Desired Date.
Gives you the ability to completely clear away message files that have
been manually deleted but still reside on your smartphone's memory.

*Secure Encryption
Allows any call, text or message of any kind
to be on a closed (secure) channel that can
either save the usage each day or you set an
“Expiration Date"
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Providing all the security a business needs
Businesses and professionals today are faced with the challenge of providing tools to enable a
mobile workforce and boost productivity while protecting data and meeting legal requirements.
Absent viable solutions from the enterprise, employees inevitably choose free consumer tools
that undermine those obligations and compromise the business.

• I Got 420 was developed to address
that challenge, combining
unparalleled security, privacy, and
management features in a
comprehensive tool recognized as
the most secure messaging app on
the market.

• Businesses that value the privacy and
secrecy of their sensitive
communications should consider who
sits in the middle of their electronic
communications.
• Hackers, foreign governments and other
third parties capturing unprotected text
messages, phone calls, and emails are
common credible threats.

• I Got 420 digital security bubble
provides a full-featured alternative
to insecure communications on
local devices.
• All encryption is done locally on the
device and our peer-to-peer
encryption does not rely on a
centralized private key distribution
center for decryption.
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How I Got 420 Works
Our Peer-to-Peer Encryption does not rely on centralized private
KDC for decryption.
• We protect messages with multiple layers of encryption and set your messages to expire by default.
• When you register your account with I Got 420 we use an irreversibly scrambled representation of the Unique Device
Identifier (UDID) to create a cryptographically hashed representation of your I Got 420 ID that is stored on our servers.
• Your account is bound to your device and, unlike most apps, we do not upload your UDID to our servers because if we
did so you would no longer be anonymous to us.
• I Got 420 employs Perfect Forward Secrecy.
• This means that each message you send has a new encryption key. Keys are deleted immediately when you
decrypt the message. Even if a party were able to break ECDH521, they would still not be able to read the
message without the unique device because each message is bound to a specific device.
• We strip all metadata (location, time, identification and edits) from all your messages and media.
• I Got 420’s Secure Shredder also runs continuously in the background, preventing deleted files from being recovered –
you control how aggressive it should shred based on risk and battery life needs.
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Secure Untraceable Connection
From Anywhere in the World!
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• Have up to 10 Extension numbers per line
• Ability to check employee data from
anywhere in the world
• Ability to store and secure all employee
Phone Data (Number of Calls, Duration of
Calls, ETC.) for Administrative use.

